Introduction
============

A multitude of aberrant signaling pathways have been implicated in meningioma tumorigenesis. Potentially responsible signaling pathways include RB/p53, MAPK, PI3K/Akt, Wnt, and many others ([@b1-mco-0-0-1936]). Many genes involved in cell-cycle control, cell growth and proliferation have been reported to be mutated or aberrantly expressed and often associated with high grade meningioma ([@b2-mco-0-0-1936],[@b3-mco-0-0-1936]). However, the molecular etiology and pathogenesis of this tumor still seek many answers. The p53 pathway is involved in and often dysregulated in anaplastic meningiomas. The involvement of p53 pathway in meningiomas was first observed by marked loss of expression of p53 protein ([@b4-mco-0-0-1936]). Tumor suppressor p53, encoded by the *TP53* gene, is a key protein involved in many major cellular tumor suppression processes such as the control of cell cycle and apoptosis. In the present study we wanted to investigate presence of mutations of *TP53*\'s exon 4 relevant for intracranial meningioma. The exons 2--4 encode for the two transactivation domains of p53 protein (amino acids 1 through 42 and 43--62) ([@b5-mco-0-0-1936]). Moreover, exons 4--8 code for the so called core domain of p53, an important domain by which the protein binds to DNA.

In spite of the fact that tumor suppressor gene *TP53* is the most frequently mutated gene in human cancers overall, the findings on *TP53* in meningioma are scarce and controversial. In order to understand the role of p53 in the etiology and pathogenesis of meningioma thorough investigation is still necessary ([@b6-mco-0-0-1936]). Past studies have examined alterations in *TP53* tumor suppressor gene in meningiomas and it is generally considered that mutations of *TP53* are not frequent and thus not important for meningioma biology ([@b7-mco-0-0-1936]--[@b11-mco-0-0-1936]). However, this is a misconception, because when examining literary reports in more detail it becomes obvious that only several meningioma cases were reported and few exons sequenced. Opposing studies relevant to our work provide findings on p53 pathway in meningioma development ([@b12-mco-0-0-1936]). For example, the correlation of p53 protein expression with histological tumor grade and meningioma recurrence ([@b13-mco-0-0-1936],[@b14-mco-0-0-1936]) and the loss of detectable MDM2 protein in high grade meningiomas ([@b15-mco-0-0-1936],[@b16-mco-0-0-1936]) are all in favor of p53\'s involvement. Recently, a meningioma candidate tumor suppressor gene called maternally expressed gene 3 (MEG3) has been identified to transactivate *TP53* ([@b17-mco-0-0-1936]). Loss of MEG3 expression and its allelic loss were associated with higher meningioma grades. MEG3, a noncoding RNA with antiproliferative functions, is strongly expressed in normal arachnoidal cells, but absent in meningioma cell lines.

Cancer genome sequencing of 12 different tumor types has shown that 42% of investigated cases carry mutant *TP53* genes ([@b18-mco-0-0-1936]). Yet, different tumors displayed quite different frequencies of *TP53* mutations, some harboring only 2.2%, while others even 95%. It is well known that p53 has many functions. It acts as a transcription factor activated upon sensing cellular stress of different kinds. Its accumulation affects the cell cycle, DNA repair, apoptosis, senescence and cell differentiation. In normal cells p53 protein levels are kept low by the following mechanism: p53 upregulates its negative regulator, E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase MDM2 which causes rapid ubiquitination and degradation of p53 by the proteasome ([@b18-mco-0-0-1936],[@b19-mco-0-0-1936]).

Meningiomas account for approximately 30% of primary intracranial and intraspinal neoplasms. It is believed nowadays that the tumor arises from the arachnoidal cap cells of the leptomeninges. Most meningiomas are characterized as benign, slowly growing tumors with long survival time and are classified as WHO grade I ([@b20-mco-0-0-1936],[@b21-mco-0-0-1936]). However, meningiomas can show an aggressive nature. In between benign and malignant types are atypical meningiomas characterized by increased mitotic activity, brain invasion and a higher risk for recurrence. They are WHO grade II tumors and represent about 5--7% of all meningioma cases. Grade III tumors-anaplastic meningiomas, are typically associated with brain invasion and recurrence. They exhibit true malignancy and represent 3% of all meningioma cases with the low overall 10-year survival rate of 14.2% ([@b22-mco-0-0-1936],[@b23-mco-0-0-1936]). Meningiomas as a whole can display a broad spectrum of clinical, histological and cytogenetic features. Hence, 15 different subtypes are described in the current pathohistological classification of meningiomas. The considerable variability in the biological behavior could be observed even within the same WHO grade. So, histologically distinct subtypes of benign meningiomas may exhibit high risk of recurrence, or even evolve into atypical and anaplastic subtypes ([@b24-mco-0-0-1936]--[@b26-mco-0-0-1936]). Our understanding of the genetic profiles of sporadic meningiomas only recently started to uncover owing to large-scale genomic analyses ([@b27-mco-0-0-1936]--[@b29-mco-0-0-1936]). However, relevant genetic events for atypical and anaplastic cases as well as molecular mechanisms of meningioma progression still need to be fully understood. It has been well documented that the neurofibromatosis type 2 gene (NF2) located on 22q is inactivated through mutation and loss of heterozygosity (LOH) in the majority of meningiomas ([@b30-mco-0-0-1936]). Consequent loss of NF2 encoded protein merlin, is a consistent finding in all neurofibromatosis type 2 associated meningiomas and in about half of sporadic benign cases ([@b31-mco-0-0-1936]).

Our investigation that focused on exon 4, that codes for the functionally important domains for p53 protein, demonstrated that mutations that impact the p53\'s transactivation and DNA binding domains are present in our group of collected meningiomas.

Patients and methods
====================

### Tissue samples

We conducted our study by collecting 48 paired meningioma tumors and autologous blood from the Departments of Neurosurgery and Pathology, Hospital Center 'Sisters of Charity', Zagreb, Croatia, following patients\' consents. Collected tumor tissues were frozen in liquid nitrogen and were kept at −80°C. The peripheral blood samples were collected in EDTA and processed immediately. Using the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) tumor lesions were diagnosed in different cerebral regions, with the surrounding zone of perifocal edema. During the operative procedure the tumor was maximally reduced using a microneurosurgical technique. No family history of brain tumors was recorded in the collected patients and they did not undergo chemotherapy or radiotherapy prior to surgery. All meningioma samples were first evaluated after resection and then studied by neuropathologists who classified them according to the WHO criteria ([@b21-mco-0-0-1936]). There were 17 meningothelial meningiomas, 7 fibrous (fibroblastic), 15 transitional (mixed), 1 psammomatous, 4 angiomatous, 2 atypical and 2 anaplastic. Clinical and pathological data are shown in [Table I](#tI-mco-0-0-1936){ref-type="table"}. Twenty-six patients were females and 22 males. The age of patients varied from 32 to 79 (mean age=63.19, median 66 years). The mean age at diagnosis for females was 65.84, and for males 60.05 years. All procedures involving human participants were performed in accordance with the ethical standards of the Institutional and National Research Committee, and with the Declaration of Helsinki. Ethical approval was obtained from the Ethical Committee of School of Medicine University of Zagreb (approval no. 380-59-10106-14-55/147; Class: 641-01/14-02/01,1. 07. 2014) and of the University Hospital Center 'Sisters of Mercy' (approval no. EP-7426/14-9,11. 06. 2014). Verbal informed consent was obtained from all patients included in the present study.

### DNA extraction

We obtained tumor DNA by homogenizing approximately 0.5 g of each specimen tumor tissue with 1 ml extraction buffer (10 mM Tris HCl; 0.1 M EDTA; 0.5% sodium dodecyl sulfate, pH 8.0) and incubated with proteinase K (100 mg/ml; Sigma; overnight at 37°C). Phenol/chloroform extraction and ethanol precipitation followed. Leukocyte DNA was extracted from the blood samples. Three ml of blood was lysed with 7 ml distilled water and centrifuged (15 min/5.000 g). After that, DNA extraction was the same as for the tissue samples. The concentration of double-stranded DNA from the tumors and blood was quantified with Nanodrop.

### Polymerase chain reaction, DNA sequencing reactions

We investigated mutational status of exon 4 of the *TP53* gene in our collected meningioma sample by direct Sanger sequencing of this exon. Each PCR reaction was performed in a total reaction volume of 25 µl with the following final optimized concentrations: 0.2 mM of each dNTP, 3 mM MgCl~2~, 0.2 µM of each primer (Sigma-Aldrich), 1× Flexi buffer and 0.5 U of GoTaq^®^ G2 Hot Start Polymerase (both Promega). Reaction conditions were as follows: 96°C/5 min (one cycle), 45 cycles of 96°C/30 sec, 51°C/45 sec, 72°C/30+1 sec, and the final step of 72°C/10 min. Primers used for the *TP53*\'s exon 4 were 5′-GATGCTGTCCGCGGACGATAT-3′, 5′-CGTGCAAGTCACAGACTTGGC-3′. The PCR products of the target sequence were 247-bp long and resolved on 2% agarose gels.

Nucleotide variations were discovered by Sanger sequencing using the Big DyeTerminator v3.1 Cycle Sequencing kit. An enzymatic clean-up using ExoI and FastAP from ThermoFisher Scientific was performed prior to sequencing. The BigDye Terminator 3.1 Sequencing Buffer for the set-up of the reactions was used and the plate was purified via a Sephadex plate after PCR. DNA sequencing reactions were analyzed on the Applied Biosystems 3730XL (Applied Biosystems) with 96 capillaries (Source BioScience GmbH). All samples were sequenced twice with independent PCR reactions. Sequence analysis was carried out using NCBI Nucleotide Blast (<https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi?PAGE_TYPE=BlastSearch>). Reference sequence was used from GeneBank accession number U94788.1. The evaluation of pathogenicity was performed with the PolyPhen-2 (<http://genetics.bwh.harvard.edu/pph2/>) and ClinVar (<https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar/>) tools ([@b32-mco-0-0-1936]) and the prediction whether an amino acid substitution affects protein function with SIFT (Sorting Intolerant from Tolerant algorithm <http://sift.jcvi.org/>) and Mutation Taster2 (<http://www.mutationtaster.org/>) tools ([@b33-mco-0-0-1936],[@b34-mco-0-0-1936]).

### Immunohistochemistry

Forty-six meningiomas were available for this analysis. The sections were immunostained using streptavidin-horseradish peroxidase/DAB (EnVisionTM, Dako REALTM) as previously described ([@b2-mco-0-0-1936]). The primary antibodies used for p53 detection were mouse anti-human monoclonal antibodies (clone DO-7; DAKO; diluted 1:25).

### Statistical Analysis

All statistical evaluations were carried out using SPSS statistical package version 14.0 (SPSS Inc.). Following variables were tested for all patients: Meningioma histological subtype and malignancy grade, p53 mutational type, protein presence, sex and age. The normality of data was tested using the Shapiro-Wilk test. Pearson Chi-Square and Spearman\'s correlation were employed to test the relationships between the various parameters. P\<0.05 was considered to indicate a statistically significant difference.

Results
=======

### The frequency and type of mutations

Mutations of exon 4 of *TP53* gene were very frequent and altogether detected in 29 meningioma patients (60.42%). Several patients harbored more than one mutation. There were altogether 18 different mutations across our meningioma sample. Meningiomas with nucleotide alterations are listed in [Table I](#tI-mco-0-0-1936){ref-type="table"}. Sequencing results are shown in [Fig. 1](#f1-mco-0-0-1936){ref-type="fig"}. Several changes have been characterized as polymorphisms in the literature and databases. Interestingly 13 observed alterations were appearing more than once, and some were repeatedly found in several meningioma patients. For example, out of 29 samples showing nucleotide alterations, 13 meningiomas had changes in codon 72 (44.8%) when compared to blood DNA and database sequences (IARC T53 Database <http://p53.iarc.fr/TP53GermlineMutations.aspx>), making this change highly represented in meningioma. This frequent change is a well-known polymorphism CGC to CCC, that was recently revised and categorized as a missense, resulting in amino acid change of ARG to PRO frequently found in different tumor types (c.215G\>C; p.R72P; g.7676154C\>G, Variant ID: 0000487638). The mutational frequency distributed across codons, their consequences and distribution to meningioma subtypes, are illustrated in [Fig. 2](#f2-mco-0-0-1936){ref-type="fig"}.

Another highly represented mutation was at codon 62 (c.186delA; p.E62del; Variant ID: 0000487618, g.7579501del) where meningiomas showed deletion of nucleotide A when compared to normal sequence reported in databases (GAA coding for Glu). This mutation was also represented in 44.8% of total number of mutations found introducing a potential frameshift in meningioma patients. Other nucleotide substitutions that we identified and listed by the observed frequency included: Five substitutions on codon 105 (GGC to GGT; c.315C\>T; p.G105G; g.7676054G\>A, Variant ID: 0000487634) making this a silent mutation; four insertions on codon 70 (G was inserted in tumor sequence; c.209_210insG; p.A70ins; g.7676159_7676160ins1, Variant ID: 0000497667) introducing frameshift; three missense on codon 64 (CCC to GCC; c.190C\>G; p.P64A; g.7676179G\>C; Variant ID: 0000487614); three changes on codon 82 (one missense (245C\>T; p.P82L, g.7676124G\>A; Variant ID: 0000487640), one deletion (245delC; p.P82del, g.7676124del1; Variant ID: 0000497669) and one insertion (243_244insA; p.P82ins; g.7579444dup; Variant ID: 0000489041)); three silent on codon 104 (c.312G\>A; p.Q104Q; g.7676057C\>T, Variant ID: 0000487633), two missense on codon 108 (GGT to CGT; c.322G\>C; p.G108R; g.7676047C\>G, Variant ID: 0000487662), two silent on codon 71 (CCC to CCA, c.213C\>A; p.P71P; g.7676156G\>T, Variant ID: 0000487619), two missense on codon 73 (GTG to ATG, c.217G\>A; p.V73M; g.7676152C\>T, Variant ID: 0000487629), codon 91 (TGG to CGG, c.271T\>C; p.W91R; g.7676098A\>G, Variant ID: 0000487646) and codon 100 (CAG to CAT, c.300G\>T; p.Q100H; g.7676069C\>A, Variant ID: 0000487631). Finally, codons 68 (insertion of T nucleotide, GAG to GTA; c.202_203insT; p.E68ins, frameshift, Variant ID: 0000489055), 77 (CCA to TCA, c.229C\>T; p.P77S, missense; g.7676140G\>A, Variant ID: 0000487639), 88 (GCC to GGC; c.263C\>G; p.A88G, missense; g.7676106G\>C, Variant ID: 0000487644) and 92 (TGG to CGG, c.276C\>A; p.P92P, silent; g.7676093G\>T, Variant ID: 0000487622) were changed only once ([Fig. 2A](#f2-mco-0-0-1936){ref-type="fig"}). We submitted our variants to LOVD (Leiden Open Variation Database) and can be viewed at the following URL: <https://databases.lovd.nl/shared/users/03344>. All nucleotide alterations that we found were already listed in the *TP53* mutation database (<http://p53.iarc.fr/TP53GeneVariations.aspx>) but not in connection to meningioma except for codon 72.

There were altogether 27/58 (46.6%) nucleotide alterations representing missense mutations, 20/58 (34.5%) frameshift mutations and 11/58 (19%) silent mutations ([Fig. 2B](#f2-mco-0-0-1936){ref-type="fig"}). We defined frameshifts as truncating mutations, that may lead to non-functional p53, based on previous studies ([@b35-mco-0-0-1936]--[@b37-mco-0-0-1936]).

Immunohistochemistry brought additional data on the influence of *TP53* mutational status to protein levels. There were altogether 47.8% of samples with p53 positive immunostain ([Fig. 3A and B](#f3-mco-0-0-1936){ref-type="fig"}). However, when the positivity was distributed we have found that the group of samples harboring mutations expressed significantly less protein (P=0.04; [Fig. 2D](#f2-mco-0-0-1936){ref-type="fig"}). We further inspected if mutations of specific codons influenced p53 positivity and found that codon 105 was significantly associated to the lack of p53 (P=0.031) while codon 62 showed the same trend (P=0.065). Finally, we observed that 63% of meningiomas harboring missense and frameshift mutations did not express p53 protein.

### Association to histopathology, sex and age

We also wanted to test if the specific type of nucleotide alterations were associated to a specific meningioma histopathology or WHO grades. The results of statistical analysis obtained on our total sample demonstrate that significant differences in mutations were not associated to any specific meningioma subtype or grade (Chi-Square=1.022; P=0.336). Although meningothelial and transitional subtypes showed the highest numbers of both, codon 72 and 62 changes, and transitional subtype harbored the highest number of codon 105 changes, these values were not statistically significant ([Fig. 2C](#f2-mco-0-0-1936){ref-type="fig"}).

Furthermore, possible associations to sex or age patterns were also inspected. The difference in overall mutational frequencies was statistically significantly associated to females. Women exhibited significantly higher frequency of alterations when compared to males (Chi square=3.802; sig=0.049). When analyzing the most frequently affected codons separately, it has been shown that females had significantly more alterations of codon 62 than male patients (Chi square=10.447; sig=0.001). We further compiled two large age categories, one consisting of individuals 63 years or younger (n=20), and the other of individuals older than 63 years (n=28), but observed that nucleotide alterations were not statistically associated to any specific age group.

### In silico prediction of mutational consequences

In order to be able to explain the possible consequences of the observed mutations we performed the evaluation of pathogenicity with the PolyPhen-2 and ClinVar and the prediction if amino acid substitutions affect protein function with SIFT and Mutation Taster2 softwares ([@b33-mco-0-0-1936],[@b38-mco-0-0-1936]). The obtained results were similar between the databases with few exceptions. The majority of alterations were not validated (87.5%). Transcriptional activity was classified as partially functional in 15.5% and functional in 8.6% of total mutations observed. There were 44.4% of alterations classified as benign and also 44.4% as deleterious and possibly damaging while 11.2% were undetermined.

The alteration at codon 72 (c.215G\>C; p.R72P) was validated and characterized by PolyPhen-2 and Mutation Taster2 as benign, but IARC p53 database characterizes this change as a missense and potentially disease causing. Alterations at codons 62 (c.186delA; p.E62del) and 71 (c.213C\>A; p.P71P) were nonvalidated and with unknown functional consequences. The changes at codons 64 (c.190C\>G; p.P64A), 100 (c.300G\>T; p.Q100H), 77 (c.229C\>T; p.P77S); 88 (c.263C\>G; p.A88G); 73 (c.217G\>A; p.V73M) and 68 (c.202_203insT; p.E68ins) were all nonvalidated, transcriptionally functional and benign. Codon 108 (c.322G\>C; p.G108R) harbored nonvalidated, transcriptionally partially functional, but deleterious disease causing alteration found by SIFT, PolyPhen-2 and Mutation Taster2, while codon 91 (c.271T\>C; p.W91R) harbored possibly damaging alteration found by both PolyPhen-2 and Mutation Taster2. Mutation Taster2 furthermore characterized mutations on codons 104 (c312G\>A); 105 (c.315C\>T; p.G105G); 70 (c.209_210insG; p.A70ins) and 92 (c.276C\>A; p.P92P) as possibly disease causing. Of the three changes on codon 82, the missense (245C\>T; p.P82L) was nonvalidated, transcriptionally functional and benign, while the deletion (245delC; p.P82del) was predicted as disease causing by Mutation Taster2 and insertion (243_244insA; p.P82ins) was characterized as possibly damaging by PolyPhen-2.

Discussion
==========

Loss of p53 suppressor function is a common event in the development of a wide variety of human tumors and contributes to an increase in genetic instability and metastatic potential. It is implicated in many types of cancer and its mutations are present in substantial number of all sporadic human cancers examined ([@b18-mco-0-0-1936],[@b36-mco-0-0-1936],[@b39-mco-0-0-1936]). However, its role in intracranial meningiomas has not been satiable explained.

In the present study we have demonstrated the constant and relatively high frequency of *TP53*\'s mutations in its exon 4. It has been reported that the most common *TP53* mutations are missense mutations representing 80% of all mutations reported and this was also confirmed with our study. Most missense *TP53* mutations disrupt p53 DNA binding. The strong selection for *TP53* missense mutations can be explained with the production of mutant p53 proteins. It has been shown that such mutant proteins have lost wild-type p53 tumor suppression functions and acquired the oncogenic gain-of-function that enables them to inactivate other p53 family members, for instance tumor proteins p63 and p73 ([@b40-mco-0-0-1936]) and promote tumor progression and metastasis. It is also important to take into account that a fraction of *TP53* mutations represent frameshift mutations that ultimately lead to nonsense that will produce truncated p53 proteins with impaired wild-type function ([@b18-mco-0-0-1936]).

Mutation analysis of exon 4 of *TP53* gene that we conducted provided valuable information on p53 protein behavior in intracranial meningioma. Our investigation demonstrates that mutations that impact the p53\'s transactivation domain and DNA binding domain are present in our group of tumors, which represents novel result for meningioma and further confirmation on the importance of this gene region. DNA binding domain (DBD, residues 102--292) is an important domain by which the protein binds to DNA is located in the central part of the protein and is partially coded by exon 4. Nevertheless, exon 4 also codes for the transactivation domain (AD2, residues 43--92) of p53 protein, in which functionally important proline rich segments lie (PRD, residues 64--92) ([@b5-mco-0-0-1936],[@b41-mco-0-0-1936]). The reason for choosing to study this exon is primarily because it shows high frequency of mutations in other cancer types, and because it is the only *TP53*\'s exon that partially codes for 3 different functionally important domains of p53 protein and also possesses an internal promoter ([@b41-mco-0-0-1936]). Furthermore, Verheijen *et al* ([@b42-mco-0-0-1936]) indicated the involvement of exon 4 in meningioma since different migration patterns were evidenced in 10 out of 17 investigated cases by PCR-SSCP. We found nucleotide alterations in 60.42% of investigated meningiomas. This relatively high frequency was primarily distributed to codons 72 and 62. A total of 32.5% of meningioma investigated by our study showed nucleotide alterations in codons 72 and 62 (each making 44.8% of total mutations found) when compared to blood DNA and database sequences (IARC T53 Database <http://p53.iarc.fr/TP53GeneVariations.aspx>; p53 Knowledge base <http://p53.bii.a-star.edu.sg/index.php>), making these changes highly represented in meningioma. The codon 72 is a known single nucleotide polymorphism reviewed by expert panel and validated, which results in Arg72Pro amino acid change (c.215G\>C; p.R72P; rs1042522) and frequently differs in tumors ([@b43-mco-0-0-1936]). The codon is coding within the polyproline domain of p53 protein well known for harboring many tumor-associated mutations. The resulting structural variant of the protein differs in molecular functions since it has been shown that this proline-rich region is important for p53\'s apoptotic role and the Arg variant has stronger ability to induce apoptosis. Also, it has been proposed that the Arg variant binds and inactivates p73 more efficiently thus improving p53\'s suppressive functions. Of note is that we have found 62% meningioma with Pro variant and 38% with Arg variant. Many studies indicate that this polymorphism could be linked to cancer susceptibility to lung, breast, colon and gastric cancers and this change was recently reevaluated and classified as missense and potentially linked to disease by IARC database. Its differences in ethnicity and response to chemotherapeutic treatments has also been documented ([@b44-mco-0-0-1936],[@b45-mco-0-0-1936]). Chang *et al* ([@b16-mco-0-0-1936]) also report on the variability of the codon 72 found among meningioma cases with allelic frequencies of 45.6% (Arg72/Arg72), 44.6% (Arg72/Pro72), and 9.8% (Pro72/Pro72).

The deletion of nucleotide A at codon 62 (c.186A\>del; p.E62) that we observed in 27.1% of patients, and which represented 44.8% of total mutational burden, could introduce a potential frameshift and truncation of the protein in meningioma patients. We confirmed this finding at the protein level where the majority of patients with this deletion lacked p53 protein expression. Other nucleotide substitutions were found on codon 105 in 10.42% of meningiomas (c.315C\>T; silent mutation); 8.3% insertions on codon 70 (c.209_210insG) introducing frameshift; 6.25% on codons 64 (c.190C\>G; missense); 82 (245C\>T; 245delC; and 243_244insA) and 104 (c.312G\>A) each; 4.2% on codons 108 (c.322G\>C), 71 (c.213C\>A), 73 (c.217G\>A;), 91 (c.271T\>C) and 100 (c.300G\>T) each. Codons that harbored only one nucleotide change (2.1%) were codons 68 (c.202_203insT), 77 (c.229C\>T), 88 (c.263C\>G) and 92 (c.276C\>A). Although when we compared our findings with the different databases: IARC *TP53* mutation database, (<http://p53.iarc.fr/TP53GeneVariations.aspx>), Ensamble (<https://www.ensembl.org/Homo_sapiens/Gene/Sequence?db=core;g=ENSG00000141510;r=17:7661779-7687550>) and COSMIC (<https://cancer.sanger.ac.uk/cosmic>) we observed that the alterations were already reported but (except for the codon 72) not for meningiomas. Altogether we have found 46.6% of missense alterations, 34.5% of frameshift and 19% of silent mutations. Variants novel for meningioma we reported to Leiden Open Variation Database (LOVD).

The evaluation of pathogenicity and protein function showed that the majority of alterations were not validated. However, further investigation on functional predictions showed that seven alterations (in codons 82, 91, 108, 104, 105, 70 and 92) were characterized as deleterious and possibly damaging by PolyPhen-2 and Mutation Taster2 tools amounting to 44.4% of total mutations. Predicted benign alterations also numbered 44.4%. There were 24.1% mutations whose transcriptional activity was evaluated as functional or partially functional.

Since mutations of *TP53* (17q) have been reported to be rare in meningiomas, a general view emerged that other molecular regulators of the p53 pathway are the ones mutationally targeted and responsible ([@b20-mco-0-0-1936],[@b46-mco-0-0-1936]). Some authors propose that p53 aberrations in meningiomas are probably related to mechanisms controlling p53 rather than affecting the gene itself ([@b47-mco-0-0-1936]). Thus most probable candidates being tumor suppressors CDKN2A/p16INKa (encoding p16), p14ARF (encoding p14), and CDKN2B/p15ARF (encoding p15). p14 is involved with regulating cell apoptosis through modulation of the p53 pathway, and p16 and p15 control cell cycle progress through the G1/S-phase checkpoint ([@b48-mco-0-0-1936]). However, there are opposing papers reporting on constantly found point mutations ([@b9-mco-0-0-1936],[@b13-mco-0-0-1936],[@b49-mco-0-0-1936]) and COSMIC reports on three missense substitutions in *TP53* in meningioma. Cho *et al* ([@b12-mco-0-0-1936]) investigated exons 5 to 8 of the *TP53* gene by SSCP and found 7 mutations (38.9%). Two meningioma cases had mutations on exon 5, three on exon 7 and two on exon 8. Based on the present sudy we believe that the number of cases studied specifically for *TP53* mutations across literature is rather low targeting only several exons and therefore account for such conclusions.

Several studies collectively showed that p53 positivity is correlated with the meningioma grade ([@b12-mco-0-0-1936],[@b13-mco-0-0-1936],[@b24-mco-0-0-1936],[@b25-mco-0-0-1936],[@b47-mco-0-0-1936],[@b50-mco-0-0-1936]--[@b52-mco-0-0-1936]). Positive p53 protein expression was found in 77% of grade III meningiomas ([@b53-mco-0-0-1936]) and meningiomas with higher malignancy grades displayed higher frequency of nuclear p53 positivity ([@b26-mco-0-0-1936]). Similarly, studies by Amatya *et al* ([@b15-mco-0-0-1936]) and Csonka *et al* ([@b54-mco-0-0-1936]) found a higher staining intensity in the high-grade tumors which suggested that the p53 activation might be associated to tumor progression. Our own previous analyses showed that p53 positivity was significantly associated with higher meningioma grades. We speculated that the positive nuclear signal was indicative of mutant p53 proteins because it has been shown that they are more stable and generally highly expressed in cancer ([@b6-mco-0-0-1936]). However, present mutational analysis demonstrated that the group of samples harboring mutations expressed significantly less protein (P=0.04; [Fig. 2D](#f2-mco-0-0-1936){ref-type="fig"}) from the group without mutations, indicating that mutational gain-of-function could not be attributed to meningioma, but rather the classical behavior of tumour suppressor loss. In the present study codons 72 and 62 were most frequently changed in both meningothelial and transitional subtypes, while codon 105 in the transitional subtype, but the observed frequencies were not statistically significantly associated to meningioma histopathology, nor to their grades, probably because of small number of meningiomas with grades II and III.

Our previous results clearly demonstrated that the inactivation of tumor suppressor gene *TP53* in meningioma was not achieved through allelic loss ([@b55-mco-0-0-1936]). Although usual mode of action for tumor suppressor genes is the loss of heterozygosity followed by mutations, action mechanisms should not be generalized for all suppressor genes and all tumors ([@b38-mco-0-0-1936],[@b56-mco-0-0-1936]).

The p53\'s fundamental tumor suppressive role, as well as its oncogenic mechanisms are still incompletely explained. Mutations of *TP53* and the consequent heterotetramerization of wild-type and mutant p53 often stabilize the complex leading to abrogation of normal p53 function in a cell with both mutant and wild type alleles ([@b12-mco-0-0-1936],[@b24-mco-0-0-1936],[@b25-mco-0-0-1936],[@b47-mco-0-0-1936],[@b50-mco-0-0-1936],[@b51-mco-0-0-1936]). Moreover, isoforms of p53 family have been found in human arising through alternative splicing, use of alternative translation site or alternative promoter ([@b19-mco-0-0-1936],[@b57-mco-0-0-1936]). The prevailing base substitutions of *TP53* and the resultant inactivation of p53 allow evasion of apoptosis and rapid carcinogenesis. Nevertheless, occurring variants may be substrate for specific cancer risk.

Sex has been known to be an intrinsic risk factor for meningeoma. The twice as high incidence observed in women as compared to men is related to female sex hormones especially during the reproductive life. We have found that women exhibited significantly higher frequency of total nucleotide alterations when compared to males (Chi square=3.802; sig=0.049). The analysis of specific codon changes demonstrated that females had significantly more alterations of codon 62 than male patients (Chi square=10.447; sig=0.001). Although it has been demonstrated that the protective function of the p53 protein declines with age ([@b58-mco-0-0-1936]), our results could not establish such a connection, *TP53* nucleotide alterations were not significantly associated to age.

Although highly mutated in cancer, the spectrum and the frequency of *TP53* mutations vary between tumor types. There are also views that each tumor-associated *TP53* missense amino acid change will have a unique effect on p53 structure, its binding to the DNA and its other interactions. Thus, mutant p53 proteins can be regarded as a heterogeneous group of proteins with various degrees of normal tumor suppressor function loss and various degrees of gain of oncogenic properties ([@b18-mco-0-0-1936]).

In conclusion, the present study shows that nucleotide alterations found in *TP53*\'s exon 4 are much more frequent than previously reported. This exon partially codes for 3 functionally important domains of p53 protein and highly represented changed codons could be responsible but need to be functionally validated. Our results contribute to meningioma genetic profile.
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![Representative DNA sequence of *TP53* exon 4 nucleotide alterations in meningiomas. (A) Codon 72 tumor DNA (c.215G\>C; p.R72P) and (B) codon 72 wild type data. (C) codon 70 tumor DNA (c.209_210insG; p.A70ins) and (D) codon 70 wild type data. (E) Codon 108 tumor DNA (c.322G\>C; p.G108R) and (F) wild type data. The blue arrows represent the locations of genetic alterations.](mco-11-06-0563-g00){#f1-mco-0-0-1936}

![Summary of mutational frequencies and consequences across patients with meningioma. (A) Frequency of codon alterations. (B) The number of mutational consequence types. (C) The number of mutations distributed across different meningioma subtypes. (D) Number of patients with and without mutations expressing the p53 protein.](mco-11-06-0563-g01){#f2-mco-0-0-1936}

![Immunohistochemistry of p53 expression in representative meningiomas. Tumors (A) without p53 expression and (B) with p53 expression. Red arrows indicate nuclear localization.](mco-11-06-0563-g02){#f3-mco-0-0-1936}
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Nucleotide alterations of *TP53* exon 4 and the pathohistological type, grade and demographic variables of the collected meningioma samples.

  Patient   *TP53* e4 nucleotide alterations                                                                                    Meningioma type      Age (years)   Sex
  --------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------- ------------- -----
  1         c.215G\>C, p.R72P, Mi; c.186delA, p.E62del, Fr                                                                      Meningothelial (I)   72            M
  2         c.186delA, p.E62del, Fr; c.209_210G, p.A70ins, Fr                                                                   Meningothelial (I)   70            F
  3         No mutation                                                                                                         Meningothelial (I)   62            F
  4         No mutation                                                                                                         Meningothelial (I)   64            M
  5         c.190C\>G, p.P64A, Mi; c.215G\>C, p.R72P, Mi                                                                        Meningothelial (I)   65            M
  6         No mutation                                                                                                         Meningothelial (I)   35            M
  7         c.186delA, p.E62del, Fr                                                                                             Meningothelial (I)   55            F
  8         c.213C\>A, p.P71P, S                                                                                                Meningothelial (I)   47            F
  9         No mutation                                                                                                         Meningothelial (I)   70            M
  10        No mutation                                                                                                         Meningothelial (I)   54            M
  11        c.186delA, p.E62del, Fr; c.215G\>C, p.R72P, Mi; c.276C\>A, p.P92P, S                                                Meningothelial (I)   62            F
  12        c.217G\>A, p.V73M, Mi; c.300G\>T, p.Q100H, Mi; c.312G\>A, p.Q104Q, S; c.315C\>T, p.G105G, S                         Meningothelial (I)   71            M
  13        c.215G\>C, p.R72P, Mi; c.229C\>T, p.P77S, Mi; c.245C\>T, p.P82L, Mi; c.263C\>G, p.A88G, Mi; c.271T\>C, p.W91R, Mi   Meningothelial (I)   40            M
  14        c.186delA, p.E62del, Fr; c.215G\>C, p.R72P, Mi; c.271T\>C, p.W91R, Mi; c.312G\>A, p.Q104Q, S                        Meningothelial (I)   63            F
  15        c.215G\>C, p.R72P, Mi; c.322G\>C, p.G108R, Mi                                                                       Meningothelial (I)   62            M
  16        No mutation                                                                                                         Meningothelial (I)   75            F
  17        c.186delA, p.E62del, Fr; c.209_210G, p.A70ins, Fr                                                                   Meningothelial (I)   67            F
  18        No mutation                                                                                                         Fibrous (I)          54            M
  19        c.186delA, p.E62del, Fr; c.190C\>G, p.P64A, Mi; c.209_210G, p.A70ins, Fr                                            Fibrous (I)          63            F
  20        No mutation                                                                                                         Fibrous (I)          45            M
  21        No mutation                                                                                                         Fibrous (I)          51            F
  22        No mutation                                                                                                         Fibrous (I)          73            F
  23        No mutation                                                                                                         Fibrous (I)          66            F
  24        c.215G\>C, p.R72P, Mi                                                                                               Fibrous (I)          74            F
  25        No mutation                                                                                                         Transitional (I)     56            F
  26        No mutation                                                                                                         Transitional (I)     61            M
  27        c.243_244insA, p.P82ins, Fr; c.300G\>T, p.Q100H, Mi                                                                 Transitional (I)     45            M
  28        No mutation                                                                                                         Transitional (I)     72            F
  29        c.186delA, p.E62del, Fr; c.315C\>T, p.G105G, S                                                                      Transitional (I)     74            F
  30        c.215G\>C, p.R72P, Mi                                                                                               Transitional (I)     75            M
  31        c.215G\>C, p.R72P, Mi                                                                                               Transitional (I)     32            M
  32        c.202_203insT, p.E68ins, Fr                                                                                         Transitional (I)     77            M
  33        c.186delA, p.E62del, Fr                                                                                             Transitional (I)     71            F
  34        c.186delA, p.E62del, Fr; c.315C\>T, p.G105G, S                                                                      Transitional (I)     64            F
  35        c.215G\>C, p.R72P, Mi c.217G\>A, p.V73M, Mi; c.312G\>A, p.Q104Q, S; c.315C\>T, p.G105G, S                           Transitional (I)     66            F
  36        c.186delA, p.E62del, Fr                                                                                             Transitional (I)     73            F
  37        c.186delA, p.E62del, Fr; c.215G\>C, p.R72P, Mi                                                                      Transitional (I)     67            F
  38        c.186delA, p.E62del, Fr                                                                                             Transitional (I)     79            F
  39        c.315C\>T, p.G105G, S; c.322G\>C, p.G108R, Mi                                                                       Transitional (I)     61            F
  40        c.190C\>G, p.P64A, Mi; c.215G\>C, p.R72P, Mi                                                                        Psammomatous (I)     60            F
  41        No mutation                                                                                                         Angiomatous (I)      66            M
  42        No mutation                                                                                                         Angiomatous (I)      39            M
  43        c.215G\>C, p.R72P, Mi                                                                                               Angiomatous (I)      70            F
  44        c.209_210insG, p.A70ins, Fr                                                                                         Angiomatous (I)      78            M
  45        No mutation                                                                                                         Atypical (II)        76            M
  46        No mutation                                                                                                         Atypical (II)        73            M
  47        c.213C\>A, p.P71P, S; c.245delC, p.P82del, Fr                                                                       Anaplastic (III)     71            F
  48        No mutation                                                                                                         Anaplastic (III)     67            M

*TP53*, tumor protein 53; e4, exon 4; I, grade I; II, grade II; III, grade III (malignant); Mi, missense; S, silent; Fr, frameshift; M, male; F, female.
